set of brain regions with consistently decreased neural activity during goal-oriented tasks was highlighted 10 years ago by Shulman et al. (1) . In recent years, this collection of regions, often termed the ''default network'' (2, 3), has generated a significant amount of interest, as well as controversy (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) . Much of the discussion has focused on the relationship of this set of regions to a ''default mode'' of brain function (2) (3) (4) 9) .
In early studies, investigators suggested that in adults, the brain's default mode supports ''self-referential'' or ''introspective'' mental activity (3) . Subsequently, regions of the default network, in particular the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), have been more specifically related to the internal ''narrative'' (3), the ''autobiographical'' self (3, 10) , ''stimulus independent thought'' (3, 7), ''mentalizing'' (11, 12) , and most recently ''self-projection'' (10) , which includes aspects of prospection, episodic memory, and ''theory of mind'' (13) . The variety of perspectives attributing specific functions to the default network underscores the present uncertainty in the field. Although many argue that the default network is in some way related to internally directed mental activity (3, 7, 10) , this argument is not universally accepted (5, 6, 14, 15) .
The extant literature on the function of the default system is driven by data derived from studying adults, i.e., after the system has reached maturity. We hypothesized that further insight into the functioning of this network could be achieved through characterizing its development. For example, if a functionally interconnected default system is required for internally directed mental activity, then it stands to reason that the default system should demonstrate a mature, or near mature, pattern of functional connectivity at a time in development when internally directed mental activity is demonstrable.
Although the developmental literature in cognitive psychology and neuroscience related to internally directed mental activity is still evolving, many studies suggest that some functions, such as episodic memory, theory of mind, and the ability to ''mentalize,'' are present by early school age (10, 12, 13, 16, 17) . For example, although a child's capacity for episodic memory (e.g., encoding and retrieving information) continues to improve through adolescence, some suggest that such improvements are related to the incorporation of increasingly more complex strategies (16, 17) -meaning that early school-age children are capable of encoding and retrieving stored information. Although preschoolers ''tend to be very poor at recalling or reconstructing both the fact and the content of their own recent or present thinking,'' by the age of Ϸ8 years, such introspection is fairly routine (13) . If the default network is required for such introspection (i.e., episodic memory, theory of mind, mentalizing, etc.), it should be relatively intact at an age when these abilities are observable. If the mature default network architecture has yet to emerge by early school age, then perhaps a functionally interconnected default network relates to, but is not required for, performing the above-proposed functions.
Greicius et al. (9) were the first to show that spontaneous blood-oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) activity in adults is highly correlated in the default network (i.e., the default regions are functionally connected). This result has been replicated multiple times in the mature system (18, 19) and is shown again here (for regions and coordinates, see Table 1 ).
However, in the current study, we used resting-state functional connectivity MRI (rs-fcMRI) and graph-theory methods to characterize the development of the default network [for a detailed description of this method and its utility, see supporting information (SI) Text and ref . 20] .
Results
To investigate the emergence of temporally correlated neural activity between regions of the default network, two types of analyses were carried out. First, voxelwise functional connectivity maps were generated. This voxelwise approach involved cross-correlating the BOLD signal time series for a region of interest [ventral mPFC (Ϫ3, 39, Ϫ2); defined by Fox et al. (18) ; also see Table 1 ] with all other voxels in the brain for both children and adults. The voxelwise approach (see SI Text) provided three different types of statistical maps: an adult map, a child map, and a map representing the direct statistical comparison (i.e., random effects model) between children and adults for selected seed regions (see Fig. 1 ). Voxelwise functional connectivity maps for the ventral mPFC (Ϫ3, 39, Ϫ2), an important constituent of the default network, are presented in Fig. 1 . These maps revealed two main findings. First, in adults, as previously described (9, 18, 19) , the ventral mPFC was strongly correlated (i.e., functionally connected) with other regions of the default network, such as the posterior cingulate and lateral parietal cortex. Second, connections of the ventral mPFC with posterior cingulate and parietal default regions were minimal in the child group compared with the adult group.
The second, more comprehensive, analysis used graph-theory methods (refs. 21 and 22) . For the graph analyses, the restingstate BOLD time series for each of the 13 default and associated ''task-negative'' regions (18) was correlated with the restingstate BOLD time series of every other region. This approach generated one adult and one child correlation matrix (Fig. 2) , which were then represented as graphs (Fig. 3) . For direct between-group comparisons (i.e., child vs. adult), two-sample two-tailed t tests (assuming unequal variance; P Յ 0.05; multiple comparisons corrected) were performed on all potential connections represented in the individual 13 ϫ 13 correlation matrices. Connections that showed a significant difference between children and adults were also fit with LOWESS curves (a local regression smoothing procedure) ( Fig. 3 and SI Fig. 4 ).
The graph approach revealed that the default network is only sparsely connected in children aged 7-9 years (see Figs. 2 and 3). In adults, however, the default network and associated regions are highly integrated (i.e., strongly functionally connected). Statistically significant differences between children and adults are shown in Fig. 3 along with selected LOWESS curves, which show the continuous increase in correlation strength over age between regions of the default network.
The developmentally dynamic nature of these connectional relationships is well illustrated by a movie that shows changes in functional connections over age (see SI Movie 1). The movie uses a spring-embedding algorithm (23) to demonstrate the evolving ''natural'' state of the network graph over developmental time.
Discussion
The principal finding in this report is that the default-network structure in children deviates significantly from the adult architecture. As in adults, interhemispheric functional connections between homotopic regions in the contralateral hemisphere appear to be relatively strong in children; yet, overall the network is only sparsely connected (i.e., fragmented). Over age, however, the default network becomes significantly more integrated.
One potential cause for the significant increase in correlation strengths in adults versus children is that correlation strengths in children simply tend to be more variable and less likely to be statistically significant. This explanation is unlikely to account for the present results for three reasons. First, a previous publication, using the same subjects, examining the brain's separate adaptive control and set-maintenance networks, has shown both increases in correlation strengths and decreases in correlation strength between regions over age (22) . Second, the LOWESS curves (Fig. 3) show continued increases in correlation strength over age, suggesting that the significant differences between children and adults reported here are not solely the consequences of developmental changes in variability. Last, a recent publication by Fransson et al. (24) using independent component analysis in sleeping preterm infants (studied at term equivalent) failed to find a complete default network, suggesting that spontaneous activity in the default network does, indeed, undergo developmental change. However, despite this consistency, it should be noted that independent component analysis (ICA) and correlation analysis do not always reveal identical results (25) . In addition, although these two methods (each with their own pros and cons; see ref. 20 ) often reveal similar rs-fcMRI findings in adults (25, 26) , these findings remain to be demonstrated in children.
Of note, the default-network regions used in this study were all derived from adult imaging studies. Hence, it is possible that although the ''adult'' default network is not yet ''assembled,'' a distinct child version of the default network may exist. We think this caveat is rather unlikely, because the locations of taskinduced deactivations (i.e., default regions) do not appear to differ substantially between children and young adults (e.g., ref. 27) .
Assuming that the developmental changes described here represent real functional connectional change, the issue then becomes the neurobiological significance of the change. One likely contributor to the increases in correlation strength between distant regions over age is myelination. Although by Ϸ9 months of age long-range anatomical connectivity is adult-like (28), myelination continues into young adulthood (29) . In- Fig. 2 . Correlation matrices representing default network functional connectivity for children and adults. Darker boxes represent low-correlation coefficients between regions, whereas lighter boxes represent stronger correlations. Qualitatively, adults have stronger correlation coefficients between regions of the default network than children do. The direct comparisons (see Fig. 3 ) between children and adults confirm this observation. Fig. 2 represented in a pseudoanatomical organization. Default regions (18) are only very sparsely connected in children aged 7-9 years. In adults aged 21-31 years, the default regions are highly integrated (strongly functionally connected). Only connections with r Ͼ 0.15 are shown at Left (line width is proportional to the connection strength). Statistically significant differences in functional connectivity between children and adults are highlighted on the Right. Blue lines represent significantly greater functional connectivity (r) in adults than in children. One connection (between superior frontal regions), although present in both groups, was significantly greater in children than in adults (red line). For the direct comparison, line width is proportional to the significance level (i.e., increased level of statistical significance; all lines meet P Ͻ 0.05 multiple comparisons corrected). Selected LOWESS curves for significant connections are also presented showing correlation coefficients (r) between regions as a function of age. For the full complement of LOWESS curves, see SI Fig. 4. creased efficiency of signal propagation with the elaboration of the myelin sheath may support the functional integration (i.e., stronger functional connectivity) of distant regions (22, 30, 31) . Such findings are supported by resting EEG studies demonstrating that signal coherence in the alpha rhythm between posterior and anterior electrodes increases with age (32) . However, our finding that changes in interhemispheric correlations were minimal from Ϸ7-9 years into adulthood, despite significant development of the corpus callosum into young adulthood (33, 34) , suggests that elaboration of the myelin sheath is unlikely to be the sole variable involved. Consistent with this notion, as previously described (22) , data by Honey and colleagues (35) suggest that spontaneous activity itself may, in part, account for the changes in interregional correlations (35) . In their recent publication, Honey et al. (35) simulated spontaneous neuronal firing (millisecond timescale) for a network of nodes only constrained by the known anatomical connections of macaque neocortex. Complex spatial and temporal patterns of synchronous activity developed over time in the absence of external input and without changes in synaptic strengths (35) . These findings suggest that a process of ''integration through synchronization'' may partially underlie the development of various brain networks (22, 36) , including the default network described here.
Fig. 3. Graph visualization of the correlation matrices shown in
A related account corresponds to the nature of correlated spontaneous BOLD fluctuations. A reasonable hypothesis regarding correlated BOLD activity is that it may, at least in part, reflect a longstanding history of regional coactivation (21, 22, 37) . In this sense, coactivation, with experience and maturation, can lead to a Hebbian strengthening of the functional connections between brain regions (38, 39) . Presumably, this strengthening is a gradual process, such that temporally correlated spontaneous activity in functionally intact, coactivating regions may only manifest in a ''delayed'' fashion (i.e., over several years).
Our next consideration regards the functional significance of the observed default-network development. As discussed in the Introduction, children are capable of performing many of the introspective abilities, such as episodic memory, mentalizing, and theory of mind, commonly attributed to the default network (10, 12, 13, 16, 17) . As such, the present findings that demonstrate large-scale developmental changes in default-network architecture that continue well into young adulthood provoke fundamental questions: What does the development of correlated intrinsic activity within the default network signify? How does the development of the default network relate to currently held notions regarding this network's functions?
Potentially, although it may not be necessary for the default network to have a mature connectivity structure for it to carry out, at least partially, some of the functions attributed to it, the continued improvement over age of these functions may relate to the ongoing maturation of the default network architecture. For example, as mentioned in the Introduction, a child's basic ability to encode and retrieve stored information seems to be in place by early school age (16, 17) ; however, performance on episodic memory tasks continues to improve over age. Some have argued that this improvement is not solely due to improved abilities of encoding and retrieval per se, but is rather related to the incorporation of increasingly more complex strategies to encode and retrieve stored information (16, 17) . Because taskinduced deactivations resemble those of the default network in children (27) , the results observed here may suggest that the default regions are intact and functioning at relatively young ages. However, the progressive integration of the default network may support the ability to incorporate a growing number of alternative strategies, or higher-order strategic organization, to improve memory processes over age (17) . Future work that demonstrates a direct relationship with this behavior and the developmental trajectory seen here with rs-fcMRI will be required to confirm (or reject) this consideration (also see SI Text for a complementary speculation that relates these findings to schema development).
Another account concerns the relationship between the default network and a set of regions commonly activated during task states (40) . In previous publications, we have noted that many of the regions that are negatively correlated with the default network (18, 19) belong to two separate networks (frontoparietal and cinguloopercular) proposed to implement task-level control of goal-oriented ''external'' behavior (refs. 21, 22 , and 40; also see ref. 41 for review). The frontoparietal network includes, among other regions, the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) and intraparietal sulcus (IPS). The cinguloopercular network includes the dorsal anterior cingulate/ medial superior frontal cortex (dACC/msFC), anterior insula/ frontal operculum (aI/fO), and anterior prefrontal cortex (aPFC). Over age, these task-level control networks show significant developmental change in functional connectivity (22) that, in some ways, parallels the development of the default network described here. In addition, recent work on the other end of the life span suggests that increased functional coherence between the regions of the default network is related to superior executive functions in healthy aging (42) . Thus, the parallel development and close relationship (albeit negative) between the default and task control networks may be important for the age-related improvements in control processes such as alerting, inhibition, set switching, and set maintenance observed over development (30, (43) (44) (45) (46) (47) (48) .
Methods
Data Acquisition. fMRI data were acquired on a Siemens 1.5 Tesla MAGNETOM Vision system. Structural images were obtained by using a sagittal magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo (MP-RAGE) three-dimensional T1-weighted sequence. Functional images were obtained by using an asymmetric spin echo echo-planar sequence sensitive to BOLD contrast.
Functional Connectivity Preprocessing.
For rs-fcMRI analyses, several previously described (18, 49) preprocessing steps were implemented to reduce spurious variance unlikely to reflect neuronal activity. These steps included the following: (i) a temporal band-pass filter and spatial smoothing; and (ii) regression of head motion parameters, whole brain signal and ventricular signal, white matter signal, and each of their first-order derivative terms (see SI Text for details).
Extraction of Regionwise Resting-State Time Series. Resting-state (fixation) data from 210 subjects (66 aged 7-9 years; 53 aged 10 -15 years; 91 aged 19 -31 years) were included in the analyses. For each subject, at least 555 s (9.25 min) of resting-state BOLD data were collected. For 13 regions derived from Fox et al. (18) , a resting-state time series was extracted separately for each individual. For 10 adult subjects, resting fixation was continuous. For the remaining 200 subjects, resting periods were extracted from different interleaved experimental designs that also contained task periods (49) . Our method for extracting resting periods from blocked fMRI designs was validated in a recent study that compared continuous resting data to interleaved resting data and taskrelated data (49) .
Computation of Mean Regionwise Correlation Matrix for Graph. The restingstate BOLD time series were correlated region by region for each subject across the full length of the resting time series. Because of the potential effects of head movement on rs-fcMRI data, even after movement correction (see SI Text), the child and adult groups were matched for movement. From the sample of 210 subjects, 96 movement-matched subjects (48 children aged 7-9 years; 48 adults aged 21-31 years) were used for the graph visualization and subsequent direct comparisons (see also SI Text and ref. 22 
for details).
For each subject, then, we created a square (13 ϫ 13) correlation matrix, resulting in 96 matrices. For each group (child and adult), the correlation coefficients (r) were combined across subjects by using the Schmidt-Hunter method for metaanalyses of r values (21, 22) . For the LOWESS curves, the full complement of subjects (i.e., 210 subjects), which included adolescents, was used (for details, see SI Text).
Direct Comparisons Between Children and Adults. We performed two-sample two-tailed t tests (assuming unequal variance; P Յ 0.05) on all potential connections represented in the 13 ϫ 13 correlation matrices between matched children and matched adults. Fischer z transformation was applied to the correlation coefficients to improve normality for the random effects analysis. To account for multiple comparisons, the Benjamini and Hochberg False Discovery Rate (50) was applied. Connections that were significantly different between groups, but r Ͻ 0.1 in both groups, were not displayed. For the voxelwise maps, a correction based on Monte Carlo simulation was implemented (51) . To achieve P Ͻ 0.05 corrected for voxel clusters, a threshold of 17 contiguous voxels with a z value of Ͼ3.0 was used.
Application of LOWESS Smoothing. Data on connection strength versus age were fit with LOWESS curves (a local regression smoothing procedure) for selected pairs, by using the full complement of subjects (210 subjects) (52) . LOWESS smoothing is a weighted least-squares fit. Each smoothed value is determined by the neighboring data points defined within a span. The method makes no assumptions about the form of the bivariate relationship. This approach is qualitative and useful for identifying data patterns that may be overlooked with curve-fitting procedures that assume shape (e.g., ref. 53) . Smooth lines were computed by using a tension of 50, which means that 50% of the adjacent data points were used to determine the LOWESS fit for each of the 210 data points across age. The data point being smoothed carries the largest weight. 
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